ALL THE WAYS YOU WANT TO live outdoors
Trex® is proud to offer more ways than ever to live outdoors—whether you’re building on a budget or seeing your biggest, boldest idea through. It’s never been easier to make the Trex decision that’s right for you.
WHETHER YOU

do it yourself...

THE EASE OF COMPOSITE

deking: Trex Enhance® in Coastal Bluff
railing: Trex Transcend® Railing in Classic White with round aluminum balusters in Charcoal Black
decking: Trex Transcend® in Lava Rock & Tiki Torch

...OR PASS IT OFF to a pro

THE BEAUTY OF WOOD
MAKE IT LAST
with proprietary shell technology

KEEP IT EFFORTLESS
with soap-and-water cleaning

CREATE LUXURIOUS LOOKS
with authentic color & grain patterns
GOOD

Trex Enhance®

BASICS

Priced to put the pressure on treated lumber.

$ $ 25

NEW!

BETTER

Trex Enhance®

NATURALS

The beauty of wood with the ease of composite.

$$ $ 25

NEW!

BETTER

Trex Select®

EARTH TONES

The perfect pairing of price and minimal maintenance.

$$ $ 25

BEST

Trex Transcend®

EARTH TONES & TROPICALS

Elevated aesthetics paired with the highest level of performance.

$$$$ $ 25

1110 Price Scalloped profile Solid profile 25-year Limited Residential and Fade & Stain warranties Scratch resistance
Won’t fade or stain
UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t contribute to deforestation
UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t require seasonal painting, sealing or staining
UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t rot, warp or splinter
UNLIKE WOOD

why wood
WON’T DO

Read why Trex outdecks PVC & early-gen composite at trex.com/compare
Won’t weaken, rot or splinter due to the elements
UNLIKE WOOD

Won’t lose its color
UNLIKE EARLY-GEN COMPOSITE

Won’t chalk or look plastic-y
UNLIKE PVC

Won’t dismantle your budget
UNLIKE SPECIALTY RAILING

deking: Trex Transcend® in Spiced Rum
railin: Trex Transcend® Railing in Classic White with Tree House Cocktail Rail
Choosing railing that complements your decking has never been easier. Every Trex® decking color comes with three pre-designed railings that go with it, along with a complete materials list and an alphanumeric code that makes ordering easy.

To see our railing duos for every color, visit trex.com/duos
what matters to you

MATTERS TO US, TOO

Eco-consciousness

From decking made of 95% recycled materials to planting a tree with each piece of furniture ordered, Trex® prides itself on being green. In fact, we’re one of the largest recyclers of plastic bags, films and wraps in North America.

Life al fresco

Shade and storage exactly where you need it. Handsome, hardy furniture enjoyed year after year. Keeping you outdoors is an endeavor we do not take lightly.

Smart design

This means a hidden fastener system that produces a smooth, screw-free finish. And ambient lighting that adds form and function to overlooked nooks. Our design team fusses over the tiniest details so you don’t have to.

Shop pergolas, lounge chairs & more at trex.com/extras
GET STARTED
WITH OUR HELPFUL

Online Tools

INSPIRATION & IDEAS
Enjoy photos, tips and testimonials at trex.com/ideas

COST CALCULATOR
Estimate the price of your deck at trex.com/costs

BOARD SAMPLES
Compare and contrast footlong boards at shop.trex.com

DECK STARTER
Design your deck in three clicks at trex.com/getstarted

Follow Along
Search #trexdecking to see what others are building.
DECKING & RAILING COLOR PALETTE

DECKING

- Foggy Wharf
  - Enhance Naturals
- Rocky Harbor
  - Enhance Naturals
- Clam Shell
  - Enhance Basics
- Pebble Grey
  - Select
- Winchester Grey
  - Select
- Gravel Path
  - Transcend Earth Tones
- Island Mist
  - Transcend Tropicals
- Beach Dune
  - Enhance Basics
- Toasted Sand
  - Enhance Naturals
- Saddle
  - Enhance Basics
- Coastal Bluff
  - Enhance Naturals
- Saddle
  - Select
- Woodland Brown
  - Select
- Rope Swing
  - Transcend Earth Tones
- Tiki Torch
  - Transcend Tropicals
- Tree House
  - Transcend Earth Tones
- Havana Gold
  - Transcend Tropicals
- Spiced Rum
  - Transcend Tropicals
- Vintage Lantern
  - Transcend Earth Tones
- Sunset Cove
  - Enhance Naturals
- Madeira
  - Select
- Fire Pit
  - Transcend Earth Tones
- Lava Rock
  - Transcend Tropicals

RAILING

- Trex Signature®
  - Classic White
  - Aluminum
  - Bronze
  - Aluminum
  - Charcoal
  - Black
  - Aluminum

- Available Rail Colors:
  - Classic White
  - Bronze
  - Charcoal
  - Black
  - Aluminum

- Available Rod Colors:
  - Platinum
  - Aluminum

- Trex Transcend®
  - Classic White
  - Gravel Path
  - Rope Swing
  - Tree House

- Trex Select®
  - Classic White
  - Charcoal
  - Black

- Vintage Lantern
- Fire Pit
- Charcoal
- Black

Find a hue that says "you" at trex.com/colors
railing: Trex Transcend® in Vintage Lantern & Classic White

decking: Trex Transcend® in Havana Gold
railing: Trex Signature® Rod Rail in Charcoal Black